
 
 

 
From: ……………………………………………..  
Sent: Monday, 20 August 2012 10:00 PM 

To: EHPP Landscapes & Ecosystems Section Mailbox 
Subject: Submission to Native Vegetation Regulation review 
 
To whom it may concern, 

 
I object to the further 'relaxing' of vegetation protection that the new regulation (draft Native 

Vegetation Regulation 2012) proposes, specifically the greatly increased range of clearing 
activities that can be done under RAMAs. I make this objection for the following reasons: 
- It will be difficult to know how much clearing will be done under the new RAMAs - therefore 
it will be impossible to monitor the effects of this change. There is no provision for assessing 

cumulative impacts of clearing under RAMAs and/or clearing under new fast-track clearing 

rules. 
- It will be impossible to know whether the new Codes of Practice are being complied with for 

clearing in relation to invasive native species, thinning and environmental works. The Native 
Veg Act is already known for being notoriously hard to regulate due to the RAMAs. There are 

so many exemptions to clearing that when clearing occurs it takes so long to go through the 

processes of establishing if it was 'allowed' because of one of the many RAMAs that 
enforcement action becomes unrealistic. Adding more RAMAs makes regulation and 

enforcement harder and the changes to the regs does not address this shortfall - if anything 
the changes refer to more relaxed regulation and 'voluntary compliance' which is just an 

excuse for poorly resourced regulation. 

 
The Native Veg Act and regulations was meant to end broad scale clearing but it has not 

done this. Please don't fold to public pressure to allow more clearing for limited, short-term 
human benefits of a minority. There will always be complaints about red-tape but legislation 

that has an aim to protect our vegetation as a sustainable resource for all in the future should 
not put these concerns before the true aim. 

 

Regards 
 

Kate Adkins, Tenambit NSW 2323 


